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Learning to fly (again) or free falling?*
Europe’s air travel dips to all-time low
Ready, steady, go? Europe’s air travel market has been pretty
much grounded since the last issue of The ANKER Report in mid
-April, but there are tentative signs that European airlines, in co
-operation with airports, are planning to resume some services,
where this is allowed by governments. The situation is changing
on a daily basis, with Eurocontrol providing a good, regularly
updated synopsis of what is happening by airline and by
country at Eurocontrol.int/covid19.

international travel, although this may depend on other
countries.

Some things have not changed

Wizz Air already announcing new routes

In January and February, London LHR airport was Europe’s
busiest, as it was in all of 2019 with over 80 million annual
passengers. The ANKER Report can reveal that based on
analysis of traffic data for April for over 160 European airports,
Heathrow is still currently Europe’s busiest airport for
passengers with 206,000. However, that is 97% fewer than the
airport handled in April 2019.

Every day sees airlines update their plans for how and when
they will gradually restart services. Some airlines, notably Wizz
Air, have even started announcing plans for new services to
start later this summer, though that still depends on authorities
allowing international tourists.

The next busiest airports in Europe in April for passengers
were; Frankfurt 187,905 (-96.9%), Paris CDG 128,152 (-98.0%),
Amsterdam 126,877 (-97.9%), Oslo 120,530 (-94.6%) and St.
Petersburg 112,006 (-92.1%). This ranking corresponds fairly
closely with the Eurocontrol figures for aircraft movements in
May (see graph below). Traffic figures for April for Moscow’s
airports are not available as yet, with one or more of the
Russian capital’s airports possibly serving over 100,000
passengers in April.
In amongst the major passenger hubs are also several airports
that are home to major cargo airlines. These include Cologne
Bonn and Leipzig in Germany, and East Midlands in the UK.
Frankfurt has also been a significant airport for cargo flights
thanks to its central position in Germany.
Norway airspace sees smaller drop

The UK has belatedly announced plans for all international
arrivals to observe a 14-day quarantine period, although the
exact start date for this has not been announced. Initially this
was not going to apply to arrivals from the Republic of Ireland
or France, but it seems that France will not now be exempt
after all.

Ryanair announced last week that it plans to operate around
40% of its capacity in July and operate around 90% of its routes,
though at lower than usual frequency while demand builds up.
easyJet has still to reveal its relaunch plans but flights on its
website are not currently available before 1 July. Norwegian
has survived its latest financial crisis but appears to be planning
only a very gradual resumption of services in the next few
months.
At present, the resumption of flights across Europe appears to
be lacking in coordination in terms of rules and regulations,
with each country apparently free to make (and change) its
guidelines whenever it feels like it. Clearly, the pandemic is still
more of an issue in some countries than others, but hopefully,
slowly but surely, air travel in Europe will start to recover.
* Learning to fly (1989) and Free fallin’ (1987) were both
tracks on albums by the late, great US rock singer Tom Petty.

Air travel plays a key role in connecting
Norwegian towns and cities due to the
challenging terrain. This helps explain
why not only Oslo, but also Bergen (75k
passengers in April, down 85%) and
Stavanger (44k, down 87%) appear
among Europe’s busiest airports for
movements in May. Another key factor
is the need to continue to resupply the
North Sea oil and gas rigs with fresh staff
and supplies.

Is the worst over? Are we ready to
start travelling by air again around
Europe? Will we be allowed to? If so,
with what restrictions? Right now
there are more questions than
answers, but things can only get better,
This helps explain why there are two
right?
In the meantime this issue looks at two
UK airline/airport case studies; BA at
Gatwick and Wizz Air at Luton. Plus a
look at developments in the Romanian
market, and the leading airports and
airlines offering short-haul air travel in
Europe.
As last month we have decided to
analyse those routes that were
supposed to have started during the
last four weeks, just to see what
airlines were planning.

helicopter companies (shown in green)
among the top 15 air carriers in the
Eurocontrol data for most movements
on Tuesday 12 May. Bristow Helicopters
and CHC Helikopter Service are both
involved in connecting Norwegian
airports with the North Sea platforms.
Cargo airlines keeping busy
DHL is still the busiest carrier in Europe
at present, well ahead of Widerøe in
Norway. Four other cargo carriers
(shown in red) also currently rank
among Europe’s top 15 airlines for
movements.
That leaves eight passenger airlines; six

Ralph Anker European flag carriers, Widerøe and
ralph@anker-report.com Qatar Airways, which has continued to
operate to a number of European
airports from its base in Doha.
Quarantine rules set to ease?
The resumption of top league football in
Germany on 16 May, is a sign that some
form of normality is beginning to return
to some parts of Europe. Italy, which
was initially the hardest hit European
country, has announced that 3 June will
see the resumption of regional and even
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British Airways is #2 at Gatwick with just 17% of seats, over 130
routes since 2006 with Florida and Caribbean routes top for ASKs
British Airways (BA) revealed recently that its Gatwick
operation might not resume after the COVID-19
pandemic. Up until 2007, the UK flag-carrier was the
leading airline at the airport, and at that time accounted
for 32% of seat capacity, down from 43% in 2004.
The recession of 2008/2009 saw the airline cut capacity
at Gatwick by 40% between 2007 and 2010, by which
time it accounted for just 17% of seats at the airport and
was only half the size of easyJet. As the table below
shows, BA dropped over 50 routes from Gatwick in 20082010, while starting just 10.
During the last decade, BA’s share has remained
relatively stable at between 15% and 17% of seats. It was
still the airport’s second biggest carrier last year, around
50% bigger than third placed Norwegian
Over 50 routes dropped in three years
Since 2011 the rate of route churn at Gatwick has been
significantly lower with more routes being launched than
being dropped. No routes at all were dropped in either
2015 or 2018. In 2015 there was significant network
expansion with new leisure routes to destinations in
Egypt, Greece, Italy, Spain and Turkey.
Long-haul routes were the focus of BA’s network growth
in 2016 with new routes to Costa Rica (San Jose), Peru
(Lima), South Africa (Cape Town) and the US (New York
JFK). The following year saw the launch of two more US
routes to Fort Lauderdale in Florida and Oakland (I was
on the inaugural flight!) in California.
Las Vegas service was reinstated in 2018, apparently in
response to Norwegian entering the market, while
seasonal service to Toronto was also introduced. In total,
since 2006 BA has operated non-stop service to over 130
destinations from Gatwick
Seven routes dropped for 2020
This year BA was planning to add just two new routes
from Gatwick, to Antalya and Corfu, both of which had
previously been served by the carrier from the airport.
Conversely, seven routes that operated for at least part
of 2019 were not going to be served in 2020, including
two French routes and two Spanish routes.
US and Caribbean routes lead ASK rankings
Ranking the routes by weekly ASKs (Available Seat
Kilometres) last August, reveals that the top 10 routes
comprise four in the US (shown in blue) and six in the
Caribbean/Mexico. The top two routes are both to
leisure destinations in Florida.
BA’s two biggest European routes from Gatwick in
August are also popular tourist destinations, Malaga in
Spain and Faro in Portugal. A third Florida destination
(Ft. Lauderdale) also makes the top 15, while Lima in
Peru and Mauritius are the other long-haul routes that
make it into the top 15 routes by ASKs.

British Airways’s network developments from London Gatwick 2008-2020
Year

New destinations served non-stop from London Gatwick

Destinations no longer served non-stop

2008

Antalya, Genoa, New York JFK, Poznan, St. Lucia, Warsaw

Agadir, Ajaccio, Bastia, Corfu, Dalaman, Heraklion, Inverness, Isle Of Man, Leipzig,
Menorca, Montpellier, Mykonos, Nantes, Newcastle, Rhodes, Riga, Split, Tenerife TFN

2009

Male, Montego Bay

Aberdeen, Algiers, Dallas/Ft. Worth, Dresden, Fez, Funchal, Gran Canaria, Grenoble,
Houston, Hurghada, Lanzarote, Lyon, Marrakech, Newquay, Nice, Poznan, Prague,
Reykjavik KEF, Sarajevo, Tenerife TFS, Warsaw

2010

Cancun, Port of Spain

Alicante, Atlanta, Barcelona, Dublin, Gibraltar, Krakow, Madrid, Malaga, Malta, New
York JFK, Palma de Mallorca, Toulouse, Zurich

2011

Malaga, Marrakech, Mauritius

Antalya, Izmir, Port Of Spain, Varna

2012

Algiers, Las Vegas, Nice

Cagliari, Luxembourg, Sharm El-Sheikh

2013

Alicante, Barcelona, Lanzarote, Larnaca, Tenerife TFS

Bologna, Marseille, Montego Bay, Pristina

2014

Friedrichshafen, Fuerteventura, Grenoble, Malta, Punta Cana

Manchester, Tunis

2015

Bodrum, Cagliari, Dalaman, Funchal, Heraklion, Rhodes, Seville, Sharm El-Sheikh,
Valencia, Vienna

-

2016

Cape Town, Lima, New York JFK, Porto, San Jose SJO

Sharm El-Sheikh

2017

Ft. Lauderdale, Limoges, Nuremberg, Oakland

Bodrum, Las Vegas

2018

Cologne Bonn, Gibraltar, Las Vegas, Lyon, Menorca, Palma de Mallorca, Toronto

-

2019

Almeria, Bilbao, Gran Canaria, Kos, Milan BGY

Fuerteventura, Oakland, Pisa

2020

Antalya, Corfu

Barcelona, Ft. Lauderdale, Friedrichshafen, Gibraltar, Limoges, Lyon, Valencia

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics for January 2007 to December 2020.
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Romania traffic up 6% in 2019 after 23% growth in 2016 and 2017;
Wizz Air now twice the size of TAROM; no US flights for a decade
The 14 airports in Romania which handled scheduled
flights in 2019, welcomed a total of 23.2 million
passengers, which is around half as many as London
LGW handled on its own last year. Growth compared
with 2018 was just over 6%. The country has an
estimated population of just under 20 million. The
country’s passenger to population ratio is just over one.
For comparison the ratio in France, Germany and Italy is
around three, while in Poland the figure is 1.3.
The airport serving the country’s capital, Bucharest,
accounted for 63% of all air passengers in Romania.
Traffic growth was reasonably consistent across most of
the bigger airports with the exceptions of Suceava
(+22%), Targu Mures (which grew by 180% after
reopening in 2018) and Oradea, where traffic fell by 57%
after Ryanair suspended flights there in late 2018.
In 2006, the year before Romania joined the EU (along
with Bulgaria), the country’s airports handled around 5.5
million passengers. The 10-million passenger milestone
was reached in 2010, with the 15-million mark being
passed before the end of 2016. In both 2016 and 2017,
total passengers increased by just over 23%, with growth
falling to around 8% in 2018.
Wizz Air twice as big as TAROM
According to Cirium Data and Analytics the leading
airlines in 2019 in Romania for scheduled seat capacity
were Wizz Air (4.93m departing seats), TAROM (2.24
million), Blue Air (1.82 million), Ryanair (1.27 million) and
Lufthansa (670,000). As a result, Wizz Air accounts for
37% of capacity compared with TAROM’s 17%.
Wizz Air is the biggest carrier at nine of the top 10
airports, including in Bucharest. The exception is Bacau,
in the north-east of the country, where Blue Air is the
only carrier, having at one time owned the airport.
40 airlines serve Romania
Around 40 airlines offered scheduled service to/from
Romania in 2019, with AtlasGlobal the most significant
newcomer, offering flights to Antalya from four airports.
Sadly, the airline has since suspended all operations.
Of the big Middle East carriers, only Qatar Airways is
currently present, with a 14-weekly service from Doha.
However, flydubai offered an almost daily service last
summer to Dubai DXB, while Wizz Air also flew 2-weekly
to Dubai DWC. Wizz Air also plans to start flying to Abu
Dhabi later this summer. The only transatlantic services
last summer were provided by Air Canada Rouge, which
offered non-stop flights to both Montreal and Toronto.
The last non-stop service to the US appears to have been
offered by Delta Air Lines to New York JFK in August
2009, operated 4-weekly from Bucharest using the
airline’s 767s. The airport’s last non-stop link with east
Asia was a weekly TAROM service to Beijing, which last
operated in 2003 according to Cirium Data and Analytics.
UK set to overtake Italian market in 2020?
The top five international country markets for departing
seats in 2019 were Italy (2.04 million), the UK (1.90
million), Germany (1.74 million), Spain (990k) and France
(650k). Then come Israel, Turkey and Austria. Since 2015,
the Italian market has grown by 30%, the French,
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German and Spanish markets by between 40% and 50%,
while the UK market has more than doubled. As a result
the UK market was set to become the leading country
market from Romania in 2020. It will be interesting to
see what impact the pandemic, as well as Brexit, have on
the strength of the UK market.
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Although the UK-Romania market grew significantly
when Romania joined the EU in 2007, growth was
relatively modest between 2009 and 2013. However, in
2014, 2015 and 2016 the number of passengers
increased each year by between 30% and 40% thanks to
Wizz Air’s rapid expansion.
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Europe’s shortest air routes may be vulnerable in future to state
interference where high-speed rail is considered a viable alternative
The French government’s financial assistance to Air
France is believed to contain a requirement that the
airline reduce flights on shorter domestic sectors where
the French TGV high-speed rail network offers a viable
alternative. Details have yet to be confirmed, but it got
The ANKER Report wondering how this might impact the
airline’s hubs at CDG and Orly.
The TGV’s longest route is from Paris to Marseille which
is just over 650 kilometres by air, and typically takes just
under four hours by train. In the past, Air France has
already withdrawn from serving Strasbourg, thanks to
the extended reach of the TGV. Considering that before
the TGV service, the Paris route accounted for half of
Strasbourg’s traffic, the impact on that airport was
considerable.
Berlin TXL top as German airports rank high
The first graph shows Europe’s top 30 airports (by
passengers in 2019) ranked by their share of flights on
sectors of less than 700 kilometres. Paris ORY ranks only
ninth, with three German airports in the top five and
three UK (London) airports all in the bottom seven.
This seems almost counter-intuitive given that the
German high-speed rail network is considered far
superior to the UK’s inter-city rail network. However, it
also relates to geography, and Germany’s more central
location in Europe means that many more major cities
are within 700 kilometres of those cities.
Stockholm and Oslo also rank near the top, as a result of
both being cut-off from much of the rest of Europe by
water and also not having high-speed rail connections to
most of the other major towns and cities in Sweden and
Norway respectively.
Athens has many sub-500 kilometre flights
The analysis was repeated but this time using a cut-off
point of 500 kilometres which may be considered a more
likely range at which high-speed rail offers true
competition to air travel based on total journey time
from one location to another.
Paris ORY now slips to 24th out of 30, suggesting that
the TGV is already doing quite a good job of eliminating
the shortest flights from Paris. Paris CDG which relies
more on connecting traffic ranks 19th.
Two airports that leap up the rankings are Athens (first)
and Dublin (third). Both of these airports are close to
major bodies of water. With no bridge or tunnel to the
UK, Dublin has many flights of below 500 kilometres to
destinations in the UK. Similarly in Greece, many
domestic destinations require traversing water. From
Athens to Thessaloniki by air is just 300 kilometres, but
by road it is a 500-kilometre journey that takes five
hours according to theaa.com.
Lufthansa has most seats and flights on shortest routes
Again, using 500 kilometres as the cut-off point, the
leading airlines by seats and by flights were determined
within Europe. Lufthansa easily comes top of both
rankings in 2019. Looking at seats first, most of Europe’s
major (U)LCCs (shown in red) rank in the top 15, though
Wizz Air is conspicuous by its absence. Its lack of
domestic services is a major factor. Only one regional
carrier (shown in green), Flybe, made the top 15 in 2019.
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Its average aircraft size (75 seats) is much lower than any
other in the top 15.
It should be noted that carriers like Lufthansa and SAS
subcontracted their short-haul flying to partners such as
Lufthansa CityLine, CityJet, Flybe and Regional Jet. With
Flybe having collapsed and CityJet in apparent difficulty,
the future of some of these operations must be in doubt.
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In terms of flights, Flybe ranked third last year with
Norway’s Widerøe now up to fourth, and a third regional
carrier, Binter Canarias now also in the top 12.
Norwegian and Vueling now drop out of the top 15 using
this metric. Expect Widerøe to be challenging for the top
spot and Scotland’s Loganair to feature strongly in 2020,
after it agreed to take over a significant proportion of
Flybe’s routes this summer.
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Wizz Air set to become #1 carrier at London Luton ahead of easyJet
Last year, Wizz Air came very close to being the biggest
airline at London LTN, which is still the administrative
headquarters of easyJet. Since 2013, Wizz Air has almost
trebled its presence at the north London airport, growing
there at almost 20% per annum.
First routes from Hungary and Poland in 2004
Wizz Air launched operations in May 2004 and among its
first routes from its first base in Katowice was Luton. By
the end of the year it was also serving the UK airport
from Budapest, Gdansk and Warsaw WAW. In the early
years, Polish routes dominated, with Poland having
joined the EU in May 2004.
When Romania joined the EU in 2007, Wizz Air was quick
to launch flights from Bucharest BBU and Cluj-Napoca to
Luton. These two country markets have been the biggest
for Wizz Air at Luton ever since.
Over 80 routes launched over 60 still operating
Until 2016, all of Wizz Air’s routes were to destinations in
Central and Eastern Europe. In 2017 Tel Aviv in Israel was
added to the airline’s Luton network. Since the beginning
of 2018 the airline’s new routes have been spread across
a much wider area and have included destinations in
Albania, Estonia, Greece, Iceland, Italy, Norway,
Portugal, Spain and Ukraine.
The current grounding of most flights has not stopped
the airline from recently announcing six further new
routes that will start later this summer; Corfu, Faro,
Heraklion, Marrakech, Rhodes and Zakynthos. This
suggests that the airline has considerable faith in Greece
being receptive to UK tourists well before the end of the
summer season.
This will take the number of routes launched from Luton
by Wizz Air to 82, with well over 60 expected to operate
this summer. In terms of annual ASKs (Available Seat
Kilometres), Wizz Air’s biggest routes from Luton last
year were to Bucharest and Budapest. The top 15 routes
included three each in Poland (shown in red) and
Romania (shown in blue) with two in Bulgaria (shown in
green).
With Wizz Air seemingly much more proactive in seeking
to resume flying it seems likely that easyJet will finally
lose its position as Luton’s leading airline in 2020.
Flights resumed recently
To enable UK farms to harvest their fruit and vegetables
this summer, Wizz Air began flying labourers from
Bulgaria and Hungary into Luton on 1 May. Crew and
passengers were all required to wear face masks during
these flights, but press reports in the UK indicated that
there had been no requirement to keep the middle seats
empty.

Wizz Air’s network developments from London Luton 2004-2020
Year

Destinations served from London Luton

Destinations no longer served

2004

Budapest, Gdansk, Katowice, Warsaw

2005

Poznan

2006

Bourgas, Ljubljana, Sofia, Split, Zagreb

2007

Bucharest BBU, Cluj-Napoca

2008

Kiev KBP, Timisoara, Wroclaw

2009

Prague, Varna

2010

Belgrade, Brno, Dubrovnik, Riga, Split

2011

Kiev IEV, Lodz, Skopje, Targu Mures, Vilnius

2012

Bucharest OTP, Debrecen, Ljubljana, Lublin, Warsaw WMI

Dubrovnik, Kiev KBP, Zagreb

2013

Craiova, Kosice

Bucharest BBU

2014

Poprad/Tatry, Sibiu, Szczecin

Lodz, Warsaw WMI

2015

Chisinau, Constanta, Iasi, Ohrid

2016

Kaunas, Palanga, Olsztyn-Mazury, Satu Mare, Suceava, Tuzla

2017

Kutaisi, Pristina, Tel Aviv

2018

Athens, Bari, Bratislava, Eilat/Ovda, Grenoble, Kharkiv, Larnaca, Lisbon, Lviv, Reykjavik KEF, Tallinn, Targu Mures, Tirana,
Tromso, Verona

2019

Bergen, Castellon, Catania, Krakow, Moscow VKO, Oslo, Porto, St. Petersburg, Stavanger, Tenerife TFS, Thessaloniki, Turku

Brno, Szczecin

2020

Corfu, Faro, Gran Canaria, Heraklion, Marrakech, Rhodes, Vienna, Zakynthos

Catania, Eilat/Ovda, Kharkiv, Ljubljana,
Tallinn, Turku, Verona

Ljubljana, Split

Targu Mures

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics for January 2003 to December 2020.
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Latest European route news
Routes that should have launched
The following is a round-up of all the new routes
identified by The ANKER Report, that airlines had been
planning to launch between Monday 18 April and
Friday 15 May 2-2-.
Aegean Airlines had planned to add 2-weekly
(Wednesday and Saturday) service between Athens and
Nuremberg from 13 May. The 1,650-kilometre route had
previously been served by airberlin (to October 2008),
Germania (August 2017 to February 2019) and Ryanair
(November 2019 to March 2020). For S20 Aegean had
been planning to add four new international routes from
Athens (the others being Bilbao, Birmingham and
Paphos) while dropping seven routes compared with last
summer (Basel, Lamezia Terme, Lille, Palermo, Riyadh,
Sarajevo and Verona). The Greek Star Alliance member
had also expected to begin 2-weekly summer-only
service between Corfu and Paris CDG, a route already
served 5-weekly by easyJet and weekly by ASL Airlines
France.
Aer Lingus was planning to start a 3-weekly service from
Shannon to Barcelona on 2 May. The 1,510-kilometre
route was due to operate until the end of September.
Ryanair had previously connected Shannon with Girona
between May 2005 and October 2009. Aer Lingus had
also been preparing to add Paris CDG to its Shannon
network this summer, bringing the number of
destinations served by the carrier from the west Irish
airport to nine.
Air Canada on 1 May had anticipated launching a new 5weekly service between Toronto and Brussels BRU using
its 788s. This was going to replace the 5-weekly service
offered by fellow Star Alliance member Brussels Airlines,
with that airline reallocating its capacity to Montreal
instead. Air Canada was planning one other new route
to Europe this summer, from Montreal to Toulouse.
Air Corsica had planned to launch weekly (Saturday),
seasonal service on 25 April between Bastia and
Gothenburg in Sweden using its A320neos. The 1,690kilometre route would have faced no competition. This
was going to be the airline’s only new route from Bastia
this summer compared with last summer.
After a six-year hiatus Air France had been planning to
return to Liberia in Africa with the introduction of flights
between Paris CDG and Monrovia (named after US
president James Monroe). The plan was to operate a
triangle route involving Bamako in Mali. There were
going to be 2-weekly flights operating Paris-BamakoMonrovia-Paris and 2-weekly flights operating ParisMonrovia-Bamako-Paris.
Incidentally,
Monrovia
airport’s code of ROB comes from its name, Roberts
International Airport, named after Joseph Jenkins
Roberts, the first President of Liberia. The only other
European carrier to serve Liberia is Brussels Airlines
which normally operates a 4-weekly service from
Brussels via Freetown in neighbouring Sierra Leone.
airBaltic’s growth plans for S20 had included launching
new routes in early May from its main base in Riga to
Yerevan in Armenia, from Tallinn in Estonia to Nice, and
from Vilnius in Lithuania to the Croatian destinations of
Dubrovnik and Rijeka. All these routes would have
operated either just weekly or 2-weekly using the
airline’s A220-300s.
American Airlines appears to have postponed until at
least 2021 its planned new European routes from
Chicago to Budapest (4-weekly), Krakow and Prague
(both 5-weekly). All were supposed to have launched on
either 7 May or 8 May using the oneworld carrier’s 7878s. Of these, only the Krakow route is already served, by
LOT Polish Airlines. According to Cirium Data and
Analytics, American Airlines is still hoping to operate 22
transatlantic routes in August, down from 57 in S19.
All Nippon Airways (ANA) had scheduled 20 April as the
launch date for its new daily service from Tokyo HND to
Milan MX P. The 9,800-kilometre service would have
faced indirect competition from Alitalia which was
planning to offer 4-weekly service from Milan MXP to
Tokyo NRT. ANA had also been planning to add new
European routes in S20 from Haneda to Istanbul IST (6
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July), Moscow DME (1 July) and Stockholm (6 June).
With all these routes served daily, ANA would have
increased its weekly flights to Europe this summer by
50% from 56-weekly to 84-weekly.
Bamboo Airways (IATA code QH) had planned to launch
its first European route on 26 April, a 2-weekly service
from Hanoi to Prague using its 787-9s. The airline, which
only commenced operations in January 2019, already
has a fleet of over 20 aircraft, mostly A320-series
aircraft, plus three 787-9s. The current launch date for
the route is now 3 June.
British Airways had planned to resume service at the
end of April from London LGW to Antalya, a route it last
served in October 2010. Flights were going to operate
daily in the peak summer period of July and August. In
normal times the two airports would already by
connected by easyJet (14-weekly), TUI Airways (10weekly), Turkish Airlines (daily) and Corendon (2weekly).
Bulgaria Air (IATA code FB), one of the EU’s smaller flagcarriers, with a fleet of just nine aircraft according to
planespotters.net (four E190s, two A319s and three
A320s), was set to begin 2-weekly service on 10 May
from Sofia to St. Petersburg using its A319s.
Competition would come from Wizz Air’s 3-weekly
service, which is scheduled to start on 2 June according
to the ULCC’s on-line booking tool.
Condor, which recently welcomed the decision by the EU
to allow the German government to provide them with a
€550m aid package (after the planned takeover by LOT’s
parent company fell through), had been planning to start
several new routes in early May from various German
airports. Given the collapse of airberlin and Germania in
recent years it seems the German government was keen
to avoid another German leisure carrier collapse. The
new routes that may now start later this summer are
Düsseldorf to Santorini (up to 3-weekly), Frankfurt to
Tivat (2-weekly), and Munich to Samos (weekly).
According to the airline’s website, bookings can be made
for the two Greek routes from the end of May.
Croatia Airlines was going to have made Podgorica in
Montenegro (from 3 May) and Sofia in Bulgaria (from 1
May) its two new destinations for S20, with 3-weekly
flights from Zagreb using Q400s to both destinations.
Neither route would have faced competition. For the
week commencing 4 May, the airline was operating just
a single daily flight each day between Zagreb and
Frankfurt. Domestic flights resumed in mid-May with
service from Zagreb to both Dubrovnik and Split.
Cyprus Airways had prepared to launch its second route
from Paphos on 3 May. Tel Aviv was going to be served
2-weekly with the airline’s A319s. The two airports are
already well connected by Ryanair (12-weekly), Arkia
Israeli Airlines (6-weekly) and El Al (3-weekly). Cyprus
Airways’ other route from Paphos is to Athens,
launched last December. This summer the airline is
planning to operate to 16 destinations from Larnaca,
including seven it did not serve last summer.
easyJet had been looking forward to launching flights
from three new airports in Europe. Comiso in Italy,
Enfidha in Tunisia and Tirana in Albania were all set to
welcome their first easyJet flights in the last four weeks.
A total of seven new routes were set to start during that
period, six from UK airports: Berlin SXF to Comiso (2weekly); Bristol to Antalya (3-weekly competing with
TUI Airways), Kos (2-weekly competing with TUI
Airways) and Preveza (2-weekly); London LGW to
Enfidha (2-weekly competing with TUI Airways and
Nouvelair Tunesie) and Tirana (3-weekly competing with
British Airways); and London LTN to Pula in Croatia (3weekly).
Ellinair (IATA code EL) the Greek carrier that began
operations in February 2014, and now has a fleet of one
A319 and three A320s (according to planespotters.net),
had planned to begin service from Heraklion to St.
Petersburg on 3 May, operating 3-weekly with A320s.
Cirium Data and Analytics shows the airline planning to
operate 68-weekly flights from six Greek airports in
August, with 34 from Thessaloniki and 24 from
Heraklion. A total of 30 routes are operated of which
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only six are operated more than 2-weekly. Ten of the
routes are new for this summer, replacing 11 routes
operated last summer but not this summer. The airline’s
website is showing flights possibly resuming from 31
May. The airline belongs to the Mouzenidis Group which
was formed in 1995.
Eurowings had expected to launch a number of new
routes to destinations in and around the Mediterranean
during the last four weeks. These were; Cologne Bonn to
Malaga (2-weekly competing with Ryanair), Düsseldorf
to Larnaca (weekly competing with TUIfly), Düsseldorf
to Santorini (weekly competing with Condor) and
Salzburg to Lamezia Terme (weekly). In addition,
Eurowings had been planning to begin 5-weekly service
from Frankfurt to Phoenix. Condor was already planning
to serve this route 3-weekly.
flyBAIR is the name of a new Bern-based airline which
had been planning its inaugural service from Bern to
Palma de Mallorca for 2 May. Additional routes to
Menorca (10 May) and Olbia (12 May) should also have
started by now. Using E190s operated by Helvetic, the
airline now hopes to begin flying to several destinations
from Bern in early July. Otther planned destinations
listed in the airline’s booking tool are Jerez in Spain and
Preveza in Greece.
Iberia was expecting to resume service from Madrid to
the US capital with the launch of a 5-weekly service to
Washington on 1 May using its A330s. Last summer the
route was flown daily by United Airlines. Iberia last
operated the route in 2010. This would have become the
airline’s seventh route to the US joining Boston, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Miami, New York JFK and San Francisco.
Jet2.com was all set to ramp up its summer schedule
during the last four weeks with 19 new routes spread
across seven of its nine UK bases. They were
Birmingham to Kefalonia (weekly), Santorini (weekly)
and Skiathos (2-weekly); East Midlands to Izmir
(weekly); Edinburgh to Izmir (weekly); Glasgow to
Almeria (weekly); London STN to Kalamata (weekly),
Murcia RMU (2-weekly), Mytilene (2-weekly), Preveza (2
-weekly), Santorini (weekly), Skiathos (3-weekly) and
Tivat (weekly); Manchester to Kalamata (weekly),
Mytilene (2-weekly), Preveza (4-weekly), Santorini (2weekly) and Skiathos (3-weekly); and finally Newcastle
to Kos (weekly). The routes have an average weekly
frequency of just 1.7. Competition on 10 of the routes
comes from a combination of easyJet (at Manchester),
Ryanair (at Stansted) and TUI Airways. All these new
routes are now set to launch week commencing 17 June.
Juneyao Airlines (IATA code HO) had been planning to
launch new one-stop services at the end of April from
Shanghai via Helsinki to Dublin (2-weekly), Manchester
(3-weekly) and Reykjavik (2-weekly). All three routes
appear to have been cancelled for now.
KLM had earmarked Austin as its newest US destination
from Amsterdam, with 3-weekly service set to launch on
3 May. They would have become the fourth European
airline after British Airways, Lufthansa and Norwegian
to serve the city in Texas, which is home to the annual
SXSW music event (which was cancelled this year).
Austin is also the location of The Circuit Of The Americas
(COTA) which currently hosts the US round of the
Formula One motor racing world championship. KLM
already serves 11 other US airports non-stop from
Amsterdam; Atlanta, Boston, Chicago ORD, Houston
IAH, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Minneapolis/St. Paul, New
York JFK, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and Washington
IAD.
Lauda had hoped to add two further Greek destinations
from its Vienna base, both starting on 2 May. Kefalonia
and Skiathos were both going to be served 2-weekly and
faced direct competition from Austrian Airlines. The
airline’s website is currently showing these flights as
being bookable from 1 July. Lauda was planning to
operate flights to some 80 destinations from Vienna this
summer, compared with just over 30 last summer.
LEVEL had planned to launch a weekly (Sunday) service
from Memmingen in Germany to Calvi on the French
island of Corsica. This route had apparently been
operated 2-weekly last summer as a charter service by
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People’s (formerly known as People’s Viennaline) using
its E170s. Calvi is already served by LEVEL from Salzburg
and Vienna. This planned new route does not appear to
be bookable, though the two existing Calvi routes are on
sale from Sunday 5 July until Sunday 11 October.
Loganair had hoped to add three new routes during the
last month. These were between Aberdeen and Jersey
(weekly from 9 May), Edinburgh and Esbjerg in Denmark
(2-weekly from 7 May), and Newcastle and Bergen (4weekly from 26 April). Flybe had operated the Jersey
route in S19. According to the airline’s booking tool (as
of 17 May) the routes are no longer bookable.
LOT Polish Airlines has pushed back the planned
introduction of its new weekly service between Krakow
and New York JFK from 3 May to 7 June. The 6,910kilometre route was last operated seasonally by LOT in
2008. The airline will use a 787-8 on the route which
faces no direct competition. A new, weekly (Saturday)
domestic link between Rzeszow and Gdansk, scheduled
to launch on 25 April, has also been put back to at least 6
June. The 530-kilometre route has an estimated drive
time of just over seven hours according to theaa.com
website. LOT is currently not taking any bookings for
flights before 1 June.
Lufthansa on 4 May had been hoping to launch its latest
long-haul route from Munich, to Detroit in Michigan.
The Star Alliance carrier had been planning a 5-weekly
service using A350-900s. Last summer the 7,000kilometre route had been served daily by Delta Air Lines
but the carrier is currently not listing the route in its
schedule data for this summer. Lufthansa already serves
Detroit daily from Frankfurt.
Norwegian, which has apparently survived another
brush with the aviation grim reaper, had planned to
launch two more transatlantic routes from Paris CDG in
early May. It was all set to become the first carrier to link
the French capital non-stop with Austin (3-weekly) while
it was going to go up against Air France (and probably
American Airlines and United Airlines) in serving
Chicago from Paris. Norwegian’s new business plans do
not envisage long-haul services resuming before next
April, though that could change. The carrier has well
over 30 787s (787-8s and 787-9s) each with between 290
and 350 seats.
Nouvelair Tunesie (IATA code BJ), hoping to take
advantage of the recovering tourism market between
the UK and Tunisia, had scheduled new services from
Enfidha to both London LGW (2-weekly) and
Manchester (3-weekly) starting in early May. Both
routes are already flown by TUI Airways, while easyJet
had planned to launch Gatwick flights this summer as
well (see above). Thomas Cook Airlines had also served
both routes in S19 before collapsing last autumn. On the
airline’s website (as of 17 May) the earliest date for a
bookable flight on these routes is 16 June (Gatwick) and
17 June (Manchester).
Novair, a Swedish-based leisure airline which operates
charter flights on behalf of Apollo Travel using a couple
of A321neos, had hoped to start weekly (Wednesday)
flights to Rhodes from Oulu in Finland and Skelleftea in
Sweden. Neither route is now bookable for 2020 but the
Skelleftea route is bookable starting in April 2021.
Pegasus Airlines had planned to redirect its Dalaman to
London service from Gatwick to Stansted from 4 May.
The 3-weekly service would then have competed directly
with Jet2.com (10-weekly), easyJet (4-weekly) and TUI
Airways (2-weekly). Last summer Thomas Cook Airlines
had offered 11-weekly flights between the two airports.
The first bookable flight is currently 6 July. Pegasus had
also planned to launch 3-weekly flights from its main
base at Istanbul SAW to Kiev IEV on 26 April. Although
the Ukrainian capital is served by Pegasus from other
Turkish airports, it seems this new route will not now
start in the coming months.
Ryanair had been hoping to significantly expand its
presence at its seasonal base at Zadar in Croatia.
Between 1 May and 3 May the Irish ULCC had planned to
add 11 new destinations in nine different countries;
Aarhus in Denmark, Bremen in Germany, Cork in
Ireland, Gdansk and Wroclaw in Poland, Kaunas in
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Lithuania, Liverpool in the UK, Maastricht in the
Netherlands, Paris BVA and Toulouse in France, and Riga
in Latvia. All routes would be operated 2-weekly apart
from Bremen and Gdansk which would be served 3weekly. With an additional route to Budapest planned to
start in July, Ryanair’s network at Zadar would increase
from 20 routes in S19 to 32 in S20. In addition to these
new Croatian routes, Ryanair had also been preparing to
add new routes during the last month between Athens
and Gyumri in Armenia (2-weekly), Frankfurt HHN and
Kefalonia (2-weekly), Milan BGY and Santorini (weekly),
and Thessaloniki and Yerevan (2-weekly). The Zadar
routes are not currently bookable, with the others
maybe launching in early July.
Russia’s S7 Airlines had expected to start flights from its
Moscow DME base to Beijing PKX (5-weekly from 10
May) and Heraklion (up to 5-weekly from 26 April).
Tickets are being sold for the Beijing route starting 5
July, while the Heraklion route is currently bookable
from 11 July onwards. S7 Airlines is still planning to
operate to over 90 destinations from Moscow DME this
summer.
SAS had planned to add just one new route from
Stockholm ARN this summer, a 10-weekly service to
Warsaw WAW starting on 1 May. The 860-kilometre
service would compete directly with LOT’s 21-weekly
service. SAS already serves Warsaw from Copenhagen. It
is not clear when the route will now start. SAS is still
operating flights but only within and between Denmark,
Norway and Sweden.
Severstal Aircompany (IATA code D2) had hoped to
resume 2-weekly flights from Petrozavodsk in northwest Russia to Helsinki on 1 May. The 530-kilometre
route would be operated by the airline’s CRJs, of which it
has six. The airline last served the route in 2011.
Petrozavodsk is the capital of the Republic of Karelia and
sits on the western shore of Lake Onega. However, while
schedule data shows the route possibly starting on 3
July, the airline’s website is not currently showing the
route as bookable.
Sundair, the German leisure carrier, had planned to add
a number of new routes to Greece and Spain starting in
early May. They were Berlin TXL to Kos (weekly
competing with easyJet, Ryanair and TUIfly); Dresden to
Corfu (weekly), Fuerteventura (weekly) and Palma de
Mallorca (2-weekly competing with Eurowings and
Lauda); and Kassel to Rhodes (weekly). According to its
website the airline hopes to resume flying from 15 June,
with all these new routes set to launch at some point
during the following week.
SunExpress (IATA code XQ) had planned to begin new
routes from Helsinki to Antalya (weekly from 3 May)
and from Berlin TXL to Bodrum (weekly from 1 May). In
line with Turkish government instructions, SunExpress
has cancelled all international flights at least until 27
May. Neither of these two routes now appear to be
available from June onwards, though Helsinki to Antalya
flights are still being offered but with a 4-hour layover in
Izmir. Sister airline SunExpress Germany (IATA code XG)
was scheduled to start a weekly (Tuesday) service
between Frankfurt and Corfu on 5 May. The 1,460kilometre route would see direct competition with
Condor (3-weekly), Ryanair (4-weekly) and TUI fly
Deutschland (2-weeky). The airline’s booking tool is
currently showing this route as being bookable from 16
June.
Transavia (IATA code HV) had planned to start a base
from Brussels BRU this summer which included a route
to Corfu starting on 18 April. Set to operate 2-weekly,
the service would have competed with TUI fly Belgium’s
3-weekly service. There appear to be no plans now to
launch the Brussels base this summer. Flights operated
by the Dutch part of Transavia are currently bookable
from 28 May. Another planned new route, from
Rotterdam to Perugia in Italy, has seen its start date
pushed back from 18 April to possibly 6 June.
Transavia France (IATA code TO) had earmarked the end
of April for the start of three new routes from Lyon to
destinations in Algeria. The three routes were to Bejaia
(every Wednesday), Constantine (every Sunday) and
Oran (on Tuesdays and Saturdays). Air Algérie already
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serves all three routes. Last year, Aigle Azur also
operated to Constantine and Oran. Transavia France is
also expanding its Paris ORY network. A new 2-weekly
(Mondays and Fridays) service to Amman was due to
launch on 4 May, but is currently bookable from 26 June.
Although the airline faces no direct competition, both
Air France and Royal Jordanian normally operate daily
flights between Paris CDG and Amman.
The various airlines of the TUI Group had planned to
launch a number of new routes in early May. TUI
Airways in the UK had pencilled in new services from
Bristol to Sharm El-Sheikh; Doncaster/Sheffield to
Cancun and Sharm El-Sheikh; East Midlands to
Hurghada; Edinburgh to Antalya; and Newcastle to
Agadir and Hurghada. The focus on routes to non-EU
markets highlights the difference between the package
holiday airlines and the LCCs. Four of these seven routes
are bookable from mid-June, the Mexico route from mid
-July, the Egyptian route from Doncaster/Sheffield from
early November, while the Newcastle to Agadir route
appears to have been withdrawn. Meanwhile in Belgium,
TUI fly Belgium was set to start 2-weekly service from
Brussels to Pula in Croatia on 25 April using E190s, but
this has now been pushed back to at least 18 June.
United Airlines has delayed the launch of its planned
new New York EWR to Nice service to at least S21. The
6,450-kilometre daily service was supposed to have
started on 2 May. The route is already served by La
Compagnie with 4-weekly flights.
Volotea had hoped to launch six new routes during the
last four weeks. These were Athens to Lyon (2-weekly
competing with Aegean Airlines and Transavia) and Split
(2-weekly competing with Aegean Airlines and Croatia
Airlines), Lyon to Corfu (2-weekly competing with
easyJet), Heraklion (weekly competing with Aegean
Airlines and Transavia) and Santorini (weekly), and
Strasbourg to Palma de Mallorca (weekly). All six new
routes are now bookable starting between 13 June and
17 June.
Vueling’s expansion plans for Valencia this summer
were limited to a new 6-weekly service to London LGW
that was set to start on 1 May. easyJet normally links
these two airports with 3-daily flights. This takes to 18
the number of routes Vueling is offering from Valencia
according to schedule data for August. The airline’s
website is showing the first bookable flight currently on
1 July.
WestJet had hoped to add Rome to its European
network with a 3-weekly service from Calgary beginning
on 2 May. At almost 8,500 kilometres this would have
easily become the airline’s longest route with its 787-9s.
This was going to be the airline’s only new European
route in S20, while apparently dropping weekly services
to Gatwick from Edmonton and Winnipeg. The airline is
currently taking bookings on the non-stop route to
Rome from 5 July.
Widerøe was supposed to have started 3-weekly flights
between Andenes (on the island of Andøya) and
Stokmarknes (on the island of Hadseløya) in northern
Norway on 4 May using its Dash 8-100s. The flight was
not originally scheduled to operate between mid-June
and mid-August and the first bookable flight is now on
Monday 17 August. The sector length is just over 90
kilometres with a scheduled flying time of just 25
minutes. The flights depart Andenes at 05:15, while the
return flights depart Stokmarknes at 22:45. Outbound
flights are on Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays with
return flights on Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays.
Travel time by car is around two hours according to
theaa.com.
Wizz Air had planned to add two more routes from
Tirana to Bologna (4-weekly) and Verona (3-weekly) at
the beginning of May, taking the place of Ernest Airlines.
However, both routes are normally still served daily by
Air Albania and Blue Panorama. Wizz Air’s booking tool
is now indicating that these routes may begin on 1 June
and 2 June respectively. Wizz Air is expecting to be
serving 10 destinations from Tirana by the end of this
summer; five in Italy, two in Germany and one each in
Austria, Hungary and the UK.
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Corendon
Airlines
...
Graz has good
connections
to Lufthansa Group hubs
Located in the south-east of Austria, not far from both the
Hungarian and Slovenian borders, Graz is Austria’s second
biggest city with a population of 330,000. It was designated
the European Capital of Culture in 2003.
The airport serving the city, around 10 kilometres south of the
city centre, handled a record 1.04 million passengers last year.
The busiest routes are to Lufthansa’s hubs in Frankfurt and
Munich. The Frankfurt route was served by Austrian Airlines
until the end of last October when Lufthansa took over the
route. The Munich route is served by a mix of Lufthansa and
Lufthansa-owned partner airline Air Dolomiti.
Vienna is the third busiest route and is served by Austrian
Airlines, which also offers service to Düsseldorf and Stuttgart.
Another member of the Lufthansa Group, SWISS, provides a 6
-weekly service to its Zurich hub. KLM (6-weekly) and Turkish
Airlines (4-weekly) also serve their Amsterdam and Istanbul
IST hubs from Graz.
LCC operations are currently limited to easyJet’s Berlin TXL
service (3-weekly), which used to be offered by airberlin, and
Eurowings to Palma de Mallorca. Ryanair used to serve Graz
from London STN between 2002 and 2012 and also from
Girona (W07/08 to S09) and Alghero (in S09).
In summer there are a number of charter services provided by
leisure airlines such as Air Cairo, Bulgarian Air Charter and
Corendon Airlines, as well as Austrian Airlines.

Kharkiv traffic up 40% in 2019; Ryanair, SkyUp and Wizz Air growing
Ukraine’s second biggest city, Kharkiv, in the north-east of the
country, lies just 20 kilometres from the border with Russia.
The last four years have seen the city’s airport grow rapidly,
from under 400,000 annual passengers in 2015 to over 1.3
million in 2019.
Flag-carrier Ukraine International Airlines is the airport’s
biggest carrier although it only offered two routes in 2019; to
the capital Kiev (up to 2-daily flights) and Tel Aviv in Israel (4weekly). Other flag carriers present include Belavia (up to 5weekly to Minsk), LOT Polish Airlines (up to 11-weekly to
Warsaw) and Turkish Airlines (up to 7-weekly to Istanbul IST).
Wizz Air is the second biggest carrier at the airport serving six
destinations last summer (Dortmund, Gdansk, Katowice,
Krakow, Vienna and Wroclaw) with Budapest being added this
summer. SkyUp, a local LCC, which began flights from Kharkiv
last May, served Barcelona, Kutaisi, Larnaca, Odessa, Paris
CDG and Rimini last summer, and began flights to Prague,
Sharjah and Tbilisi last October. Several new routes are
planned for S20.
Ryanair began serving Kharkiv last June from its Krakow base.
Since then it has added routes from Budapest, Poznan, Vilnius
and Warsaw WMI. Another leading LCC, Pegasus Airlines, is
also present, offering daily flights from its Istanbul SAW base.
For political reasons, there are currently no routes to
destinations in Russia.

Szczecin welcomed SAS in 2019 to join LOT, Norwegian, Ryanair, Wizz
Tucked away in the north-west corner of Poland, Szczecin is
considerably closer to Berlin (160 kilometres) than it is to
Warsaw (440 kilometres). Before joining the EU in 2004, the
airport was handling fewer than 100,000 annual passengers.
In 2018 it welcomed almost 600,000.
Last year around 30% of capacity was on the airport’s busiest
route to Warsaw, operated up to 4-daily by LOT Polish
Airlines. A second domestic route to Krakow was opened by
Ryanair last April, which operated 3-weekly.
Although not a base for the Irish ULCC, Ryanair also operates
flights from Szczecin to its bases in Dublin (since October
2007), Liverpool (since October 2008) and London STN (since
October 2005). In the past Ryanair has also served the Polish
airport from Birmingham, Bristol, Edinburgh, London LTN,
Oslo RYG and Warsaw WAW.
Rival ULCC Wizz Air has been serving Szczecin since March
2013. It currently operates flights to Bergen, Oslo TRF and
Stavanger, having also served the airport previously from
London LTN and Stockholm NYO. A new 2-weekly service to
Lviv in Ukraine is set to start in July.
Norwegian has offered flights from Oslo since October 2008
and was supposed to start flights to Copenhagen this
summer. These would compete with SAS’s service which
began last April, but did not operate during the peak summer
season.
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